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As previously referred, when the number of data elements to be sorted surpasses
the number of elements sorted by each execution of the sorting unit, a software-
merge algorithm is used. In this later case, a degradation in the speed-ups is present
(the inflexion points in the chart shown in Figure 8). Note that the software- merge
adds a computational time complexity O(n · logn), being n the number of elements
to sort.

Figure 9 gives estimations for sorting a set of 16K elements with three sorting
units. We exploit the case of having support for simultaneous load/store operations
to communicate data to the sorting units. For the estimations, we use two com-
pletely parallel Sorting Networks (SN-II), able to directly sort 16 and 32 elements.
The second machine is a 1024-element Insertion Sorting Unit. The third machine
is a FIFO-based Merge Sorting Unit able to output 512 sorted elements using two
sets of 256 elements sorted by an Insertion Sorting Unit. The results take into ac-
count typical DMA load/store latencies, acquired from experimental measurements.
For calculating the execution time when sorting 16K elements, the overhead of a
software-merge has been included.

These results indicate that the Sorting Network SN-II with size 16 (SN II 16)
achieves worse results than software quicksort, even with 16 simultaneous load/store
operations. The SN-II with size 32 (SN II 32) surpasses quicksort when considering
more than 2 simultaneous load/store operations. The Insertion Sort Unit with size
1024 (Insertion 1024) achieves for all the cases better performance than quicksort,
but since the data is fed to the sorting unit sequentially no gain is obtained by per-
forming simultaneous load/store operations. The highest speed-ups are obtained by
the Insertion 256 + FIFO-based merge sorting unit with size 512 (Insertion 256
+ FIFO 512). In this case, the speed-up increases between 1 to 2 simultaneous
load/store operations, as is explained by the fact that this particular unit uses 2 input
FIFOs.

Fig. 9 Speedups for sorting 16K, 32-bit elements, with different sorting units exploring the number
of simultaneous load/store operations

For the estimation we use the following equations (1) and (2), adapted from [5]:

T(n) =
n
k

(tload + tstore)+ tsort unit(n) (1)
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where T(n) is the total time to sort n elements, considering that n is the maximum
number of elements to sort directly on the sorting unit, k represents the simultaneous
load/store operations, tload the time to load data from the memory, tstore the time to
store data in the memory, and tsort unit(n) the time required by the sorting unit to sort
n elements, considering the data are been loaded

Tso f tware merge(N) =
[(

p2− p+4
)

2p−1
]

T(n) (2)

where Tso f tware merge(N) is the total time to sort N, elements using software merge,
and p = log(N). For larges sorts typically the number N is much greater than n.

5 Conclusions

We describe in this paper three different approaches for hardware sorting units. The
sorting units proposed have been coupled to a microprocessor in an FPGAbased em-
bedded system. The sorting units explore different architectures: sorting networks
with one or two levels, an insertion sorting array, and a particular sorting unit based
on FIFOs. We evaluated these units by coupling them to the peripheral on-chip
bus in a system based on a softcore microprocessor (Xilinx MicroBlaze) and im-
plemented in an FPGA. The results show the execution times achieved and the re-
sources needed by each sorting unit. From our preliminary study, the best unit, when
a small number of load/store operations can be simultaneously performed (1 or 2), is
a hybrid between an insertion sorting and an FIFO-based merge sorting. This sorting
unit provides speed-ups between 1.6 and 15 compared to a quicksort pure software
solution running in the microprocessor of the system. Even when the number of
simultaneously load/store operations is higher (3 or more), the FIFO-based merge
sorting unit is from the three units tested in this paper the fastest.
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Error-Exploiting Video Encoder to Extend
Energy/QoS Tradeoffs for Mobile Embedded
Systems

Kyoungwoo Lee, Minyoung Kim, Nikil Dutt, and Nalini Venkatasubramanian

Abstract Energy/QoS provisioning is a challenging task for video applications in
power-constrained mobile embedded systems. Many error-resilient video encodings
allow us to exploit errors and generate a range of acceptable tradeoff spaces by con-
trolling the amount of errors in the system. This expanded tradeoff space allows
system designers to comparatively evaluate different operating points with varying
QoS and energy consumption by aggressively exploiting error-resilience attributes,
and can potentially result in significant energy savings. Specifically, we propose an
error-aware video encoding technique that intentionally injects errors (drops frames)
while ensuring QoS in accordance with error-resilience. The novelty of our ap-
proach is in active exploitation of errors to vary the operating conditions for fur-
ther optimization of system aspects. Our experiments show that our error-exploiting
video encoding can reduce the energy consumption for an encoding device by 37%
in video conferencing over a wireless network, without video quality degradation,
compared to a standard video encoding technique for a test video stream. Further-
more, we present the adaptivity of our approach by incorporating the feedback from
the decoding side to achieve the QoS requirement under dynamic network status.

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid deployment of wireless communications, video applications on
mobile embedded systems such as video telephony and video streaming have grown
dramatically. A major challenge in mobile video applications is how to efficiently
allocate the limited energy resource in order to deliver the best video quality. A sig-
nificant amount of power in mobile embedded systems is consumed by video pro-
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cessing and transmission. Also, error resilient video encodings demand extra energy
consumption in general to combat the transmission errors in wireless video commu-
nications. Thus, it is challenging and essential for system designers to explore the
possible tradeoff space and to increase the energy saving while ensuring the quality
satisfaction even under dynamic network status. In this paper, we introduce the no-
tion of active error exploitation to effectively extend the tradeoff space between en-
ergy consumption and video quality, and present an adaptive error-exploiting video
encoding to maximize the energy saving with minimal quality degradation.

Tradeoffs between energy consumption and QoS (Quality of Service) for mobile
video communication have been investigated earlier [3, 5, 12, 14, 17]. It is interest-
ing to observe that the delivered video data is inherently error-tolerant: spatial and
temporal correlations between consecutive video frames are used to increase the
compression efficiency, and results in errors at the reconstructed video data. These
naturally induced errors from the encoding algorithms degrade the video quality, but
they may not be perceived by the human eye. This inherent error-tolerance of video
data can be exploited to increase the energy reduction for mobile embedded systems.
For instance, relaxing the acceptable quality of the video reduces the overhead for
the exhaustive searching algorithm by exploring a partial area instead of the entire
region. Further, we exploit errors actively for the purpose of energy reduction. In
our study, one way of active error exploitation is to intentionally drop frames before
the encoding process. By dropping frames, we eliminate the entire video encoding
process for these frames and thereby reduce energy consumption while sacrificing
some loss in the video quality. Note that the effects of dropping frames on video
quality are partially canceled with the nature of error-tolerance in video data.

To cope with transmission errors such as packet losses, error-resilient video en-
coding techniques [2, 9, 15, 16, 18] have been investigated to reduce the effects
of transmission errors on QoS. Most existing error resilient techniques judiciously
adapt their resilience levels considering the network status. Interestingly, our ap-
proach, combining these error-resilient techniques with intentional dropping frames,
presents several pros and cons. First, we can improve the video quality to the level
that error-resilient techniques achieve by considering these frame drops as packet
losses occurring in the network. Second, we can increase the error margins that
video encoders potentially exploit for maximal energy reduction, i.e., we can drop
more frames. On the other hand, the error-resilience increases the compressed video
data in general, and so raises the energy consumption for data transmission. Thus,
this active error-exploitation approach with error resilient techniques significantly
enlarges the tradeoff space among energy consumption for compression, energy
consumption for transmission, and QoS in mobile video applications. Furthermore,
our error exploiting video encoding scheme extends the applicability of error re-
silient schemes, even when the network is error-free.

In this paper, we propose a new knob, error injection rate (EIR) that controls
the amount of data to be dropped. This EIR knob can be used to explore the trade-
off space between the energy consumption and video quality, unlike in previous
approaches. Specifically, we present an error-exploiting video encoding with EIR
based on an existing error-resilient video encoding, PBPAIR (Probability-Based
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Power-Aware Intra-Refresh) [9]. Our new approach, called Error-Exploiting PB-
PAIR or EE-PBPAIR, is composed of two units: error-injection unit and error-
canceling unit. The error-injection unit drops frames intentionally according to EIR.
And the error-canceling unit applies PBPAIR to encode video data resilient against
intentional frame drops. Active error exploitation can reduce the overheads for trans-
mission and even the decoding, and results in the energy savings of all components
in an encoding-decoding path in distributed mobile embedded systems. However,
very aggressive error injection in EE-PBPAIR can degrade the video quality sig-
nificantly, and there is a need to monitor the delivered video quality in distributed
systems and to adjust the EIR to ensure satisfactory quality. Thus, we also present
adaptive EE-PBPAIR, which adapts the EIR based on the quality feedback from the
decoding side while minimizing the energy consumption.

The contributions and results of our work are:

• We propose the notion of active error exploitation, that extends the energy/QoS
tradeoff space for video encoding on power-constrained embedded systems.

• We present an error-exploiting video encoding, EE-PBPAIR, by dropping frames
intentionally in accordance with an error resilient scheme, PBPAIR [9].

• We present a feedback-based quality adjustment technique by adapting the EIR
to meet the quality constraint – adaptive EE-PBPAIR.

• We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach: as compared to a standard video
encoding based on H.263 [7], EE-PBPAIR reduces the energy consumption of
an encoding device by up to 37% over a video stream without quality degrada-
tion, and by up to 49% at the cost of 10% quality degradation.

2 Background
Energy and QoS aware adaptations have been studied for video applications on mo-
bile embedded systems in a cross-layer manner [12, 17]. In particular, Mohapatra et
al. [12] explored the effects of video encoding parameters such as quantization scale,
IP-ratio, and motion estimation algorithms on energy consumption and QoS, and
proposed an integrated power management technique with middleware adaptations
aware of system configurations. On the other hand, Eisenberg et al. [3] exploited
the knowledge of the concealment method at the decoder to reduce the transmission
power. However, although energy/QoS aware schemes have studied the tradeoff be-
tween energy consumption and QoS, they did not take into account error resilience
against unreliable transmission and active error exploitation.

One of the most effective methods to achieve error-resilient video is to introduce
the intra-coded frame (I-frame) periodically: since I-frames are decoded indepen-
dently, they protect the propagation of the transmission errors and even encoding er-
rors in previous frames. However, the transmission of I-frames causes delay and jit-
ter (due to relatively large size) compared to predictively-coded frames (P-frames),
and the loss of I-frames is more sensitive on QoS than that of P-frames [2, 9]. To
mitigate both the propagation of the transmission errors and the overheads of large
I-frames, recently intra-MB (Macroblock) refresh approaches have been proposed
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[2, 9, 16]. Intra refresh techniques distribute intra-MBs among frames, which not

only removes the overheads of I-frames but also improves the error-resilience. While

most intra-MB refresh techniques have been focused on alleviating the effects of the

transmission errors on the video quality, Kim et al. [9] proposed an energy-efficient

and error-resilient video encoding named PBPAIR, and presented tradeoffs among

error resilience, encoding efficiency, and energy consumption for video encoding.

However, existing error resilient techniques have focused on how to manage the er-

rors from network in a passive manner (passive error exploitation). On the contrary,

our active error exploitation maximizes the feature of applications by intentional

error injection – an approach has not been applied to video encoding earlier.

Our approach actively exploits the error tolerance of video data by injecting er-

rors intentionally at the application level, and an error resilient video encoder along

with adaptive error injection minimizes the effect of injected errors on the QoS.

Therefore, our error-exploiting video encoding approach aggressively exploits error

resilience to achieve the maximal energy gain while ensuring the QoS, and further

opens opportunities to expand the tradeoff spaces between QoS and energy con-

sumption in mobile embedded systems.

3 Our Approach

3.1 Fundamentals of Active Error Exploitation
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Fig. 1 System Model and Frame Drop Types I/II/III for Active Error Exploitation

Fig. 1 shows our system model for mobile video conferencing. This mobile video

conferencing system consists of two mobile devices and the network environment.

Each mobile device is modeled as a mobile embedded system composed of a CPU

and a WNI, where video data is encoded (or decoded) and transmitted (or received).

The network consists of WAN and two wireless access points, each of which pro-

vides the wireless communication channel for each mobile device. For simplicity,

we consider one path from an encoder to a decoder for mobile video conferencing.

We exploit errors actively. In our study, active exploitation of errors means in-

tentional frame dropping in mobile embedded systems. For the purpose of energy

reduction, video frames can be dropped by any component in Fig. 1. For instance,

the Decoder can drop the delivered video data to reduce the decoding energy (Frame
Drop Type III as in Fig. 1). Another possibility is that the Transmitter drops video

data to save the communication energy, and error resilient techniques take care of
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the dropped data in advance (Frame Drop Type II). Further, the Encoder can drop
frames intentionally before the encoding process, and encode the rest of frames ro-
bust against the dropped frames, which are considered as lost packets in network
(Frame Drop Type I). Note that dropping frames at the Encoder is the most effec-
tive in terms of energy reduction since it affects the energy consumption across all
the following components in an encoding-decoding path as drawn in Fig. 1, and the
energy consumption for encoding (Enc EC) is relatively high compared to those for
the other components in our system model. Therefore, in this particular work, we
only consider Frame Drop Type I (i.e., intentional frame drop at the Encoder) for
active error-exploitation approach. Type II and III remain as our future work.

Fig. 2 Error-Exploiting Video Encoder: Error-Injection Unit and Error-Canceling Unit

Our error-exploiting video encoder is composed of two units, error-injection unit
and error-canceling unit, as shown in Fig. 2. The error-injection unit controls the
amount of errors for the purpose of energy reduction, and the error-canceling unit
reduces the effects of the injected errors on the video quality using an error-resilient
video encoder. The Error Controller acts as an error-injection unit, taking into ac-
count the constraint (e.g., required video quality) and the feedbacks from the decod-
ing side (e.g., reconstructed video quality) and from the network (e.g., packet loss
rate); furthermore, it intentionally injects the amount of errors according to a new
knob – error injection rate (EIR), and generates the error-injected video data as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Finally, the Error-Resilient Video Encoder acts as an error-canceling
unit, and generates the error-aware video data by encoding the error-injected video
data with parameters in preparation for downstream network packet losses as well
as intentionally injected errors.

3.2 EE-PBPAIR: An Error-Exploiting Video Encoder

We now present EE-PBPAIR (Error-Exploiting PBPAIR), an approach that injects
errors intentionally by “Dropping Frames” as an error-injection unit, and encodes
video resiliently with “PBPAIR” as an error-canceling unit as shown in Fig. 2.

Dropping frames is one way of injecting errors intentionally. In this study, we
consider a simple frame dropping approach, PFD (Periodic Frame Dropping). PFD
periodically drops frames according to EIR. For instance, PFD with 10% of EIR
drops every 10th frame. PFD evenly distributes the effects of frame dropping on QoS
over a video stream. Note that the quality will be deliberately maintained by the fea-
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ture of error-resilient PBPAIR. We use PBPAIR as an error-resilient video encoder

since the authors in [9] have demonstrated its energy efficiency while maintaining

video quality and robustness against network packet losses. PBPAIR takes two pa-

rameters as shown in Fig. 3. The first parameter (para1 = Error Rate) indicates

the current network status such as packet loss rate (PLR), and the second parame-

ter (para2 = Intra T hreshold) represents the level of error resilience requested. To

consider both injected errors and packet losses, EE-PBPAIR calculates the sum of

EIR and PLR for para1 while PBPAIR originally takes PLR as para1. For instance,

the first parameter (para1) in EE-PBPAIR is set to 15% when EIR is 10% while PLR

in network is 5%. Note that active error exploitation is orthogonal to PBPAIR and

can be applied to any error-resilient and energy-efficient video encoding technique

which adapts algorithmic parameters according to the network status.

Our error-exploiting video encoder saves the energy consumption in several

ways: i) intentional frame dropping saves energy consumption since EE-PBPAIR

skips frame encodings according to EIR. ii) the energy consumption for video en-

coding is reduced since EE-PBPAIR adaptively introduces the more intra-MBs in-

stead of inter-MBs for error resilience due to the intentional frame drops. iii) inten-

tional frame dropping can reduce the encoded video file size, which propagates the

energy saving downstream to the Transmitter, the Receiver, and even the Decoder.

A high EIR increases the energy reduction for encoding but decreases the QoS,

if it is beyond a manageable point for error-resilient encoding. To keep the QoS

degradation minimal, our approach is able to constrain the EIR based on the feed-

back from the decoding side. Fig. 3 describes this adaptive EIR feature in Error
Controller. Error Controller takes the quality constraint Qc and sets the initial error

injection rate EIRI . Then it receives the feedback such as Q f and PLR as shown in

the feedback loop of Fig. 3. If Q f is less than Qc, the current EIR is bad in terms

of QoS, and so the EIR is decreased. Otherwise, it is increased (the flow of “Adap-

tive EIR” in Fig. 3). Based on EIR, the error injection module periodically drops

frames. Thus, Error Controller forwards the error-injected video data to the PB-
PAIR as shown in Fig. 3. Also para1 is delivered to the PBPAIR, which encodes

the error-injected video data robust against the amount of errors indicated as para1,

with para2 selected by PBPAIR methodology. Consequently, the encoded video

data is now error-aware, i.e., it is cognizant of injected errors and packet losses as

illustrated in Fig. 3. This adaptive video encoder adjusts EIR to meet the quality

constraint with minimal energy consumption. So we believe that our adaptive ap-

proach can be effectively used to adjust our video encoder under a dynamic network
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environment for maximal energy reduction while ensuring the QoS. Note that the
frequencies of feedbacks such as Q f and PLR are beyond this work, and we assume
that feedback channels are reliable.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

Fig. 4 Experimental Framework for Mobile Video Conferencing System - System Prototype + NS2

For interactive multimedia applications such as mobile video conferencing in
distributed embedded systems, an end-to-end experimental system framework is a
necessity since all components in a distributed system work interactively and affect
other components in terms of energy consumption and performance. Thus, we eval-
uated EE-PBPAIR on top of an end-to-end framework as shown in Fig. 4 consisting
of a System Prototype [10] and NS2 simulator [13]. The System Prototype emulates
a mobile embedded system and is detailed in our technical report [10].

The left side of Fig. 4 shows the preprocessing step, where a pattern of dropped
frames is generated according to an EIR. CPU power numbers, video encoder pa-
rameters, network status (PLR), and quality constraint are inputs to System Proto-
type, where a video encoder compresses a video stream. System Prototype analyzes
the first set of results – Analysis 1 – such as the energy consumption for encod-
ing (Enc EC), and calculates the encoded size and the encoding completion time of
each video frame, which are used for generating the network traffic for the follow-
ing network simulation. Analysis 1 succinctly shows the CPU energy for encoding
at the sender. Next, NS2 simulates the generated network traffic with a set of config-
urations including the network topology and WNI power values, and estimates the
energy consumption (Tx and Rx EC) for WNIs – Analysis 2. Thus Analysis 2 cap-
tures the end-to-end networking effects, including those of the transmitter and the
receiver. Finally at the receiver, the System Prototype decodes the transmitted video
data based on generated packet losses and frame arrival times from NS2, and evalu-
ates the energy consumption for decoding (Dec EC) and the video quality measured
in PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) in Analysis 3. Thus Analysis 3 captures the
CPU energy for decoding at the receiver (Power consumption numbers for CPU [6]
and WNI [8] are configured as shown in the tables on the right side of Fig. 4). By
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combining Analysis 1, Analysis 2 and Analysis 3, we are able to measure the entire
end-to-end energy savings for our proposed scheme.

Using NS2, we simulate the network consisting of two IEEE 802.11 WLANs
(Wireless Local Area Network) and a wired network connecting them as shown
in Fig. 4. Each WLAN is composed of one access point (AP 1 or AP 2), and one
mobile device (Mobile 1 or Mobile 2). We exclude the effects of traffic from other
mobile stations since they affect the energy consumption of WNI in our mobile
devices. Instead, we limit the data rate of WNI, which constrains the encoded bit
rate, and show clearly the effects of the varying data size generated by the Encoder.
For wireless connection, the data rate is set at 1 Mbps, considered to be an actual
data rate [4, 11], and the link layer delay at 25 µs. NS2 generates packet losses for
a given PLR. Each encoded video frame is composed of multiple packets if its size
is larger than MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit), 1.5 KB in our simulation. A frame
is considered lost if any packet of the frame is lost through the network simulation.

Recall that our EE-PBPAIR approach combines PFD with PBPAIR. PBPAIR
takes two parameters, para1 and para2. We set para1 (Error Rate) as the sum of
EIR and PLR. For comparison, para2 (Intra Threshold) is chosen for requested
quality with the same compression efficiency as GOP-K (Group-Of-Picture with K)
[9]. In this study, GOP-K based on H.263 [7] is defined as a standard video encoder,
where K indicates the number of P-frames between I-frames. In GOP-K, we change
K for resilience against the transmission errors in network as in [1, 9]. As a test video
sequence, FOREMAN in QCIF format (176×144 pixels) is used. To constrain the
bandwidth, we consider that the bitrate is 64 kbps (kilobits per second) and frame
rate is 5 fps (frames per second).

4.2 Experimental Results

We present three sets of results. First we show the energy reduction due to active er-
ror exploitation (Section 4.2.1). Second, we demonstrate the expanded design space
allowing better exploration of tradeoff alternatives (Section 4.2.2). Finally, Sec-
tion 4.2.3 demonstrates the efficacy of adaptive EE-PBPAIR that maintains quality
under dynamic network conditions by incorporating the quality feedback.

4.2.1 Energy Reduction from Active Error-Exploitation
To show the effectiveness of our proposed technique, we evaluates EE-PBPAIR with
10% EIR in comparison to GOP-3 considering 10% of PLR in network.

Fig. 5(a) shows the effectiveness of an error-exploiting approach on the energy
reduction. The plots present the normalized energy consumption and the video qual-
ity of EE-PBPAIR to those of GOP-3, and clearly show that EE-PBPAIR is very
effective compared to GOP-3 in terms of each category of energy consumption with
slight quality degradation. Specifically, EE-PBPAIR consumes 34% less energy than
GOP-3 for encoding (Enc EC) since it drops 10% of video frames and compresses
more macro-blocks with less expensive intra encodings than predictive encodings.
In terms of energy consumption for transmitting video data (Tx EC), EE-PBPAIR
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Fig. 5 Effects of Error Injection Rate on Energy Consumption and Video Quality in EE-PBPAIR
compared to GOP-3 (PLR = 10%, FOREMAN 300 frames)

sends a similar amount of data within less time than GOP-3, which results in the

slight energy reduction. Thus, the energy consumption for the source (Enc EC and

Tx EC) is reduced by 23% with EE-PBPAIR, at the cost of 4% quality degradation.

Note that 1% quality degradation indicates about 0.31 dB reduction from the PSNR

value for GOP-3. At the destination, EE-PBPAIR reduces the energy consumption

by 8% for the decoding (Dec EC), which mainly results from dropping 10% frames

at the source. Note also that more intra-encoded MB results in more energy con-

sumption for the decoding but 10% frame dropping compensates for this effect.

EE-PBPAIR saves the energy consumption for the receiver (Rx EC) by 3% mainly

due to the smaller duration for receiving. The energy consumption at the destination

(Dec EC + Rx EC) is reduced by 5%. These results are very effective in energy re-

duction with respect to all energy categories at the cost of slight quality degradation,

which is an acceptable tradeoff for power-hungry mobile embedded systems.

We now illustrate how EIR is effective as a knob to tradeoff the quality for energy

reduction. To observe the effects of varying EIR on quality and energy consumption,

we compare EE-PBPAIR with GOP-3 by varying EIR from 0% to 20%. Fig. 5(b)

shows the normalized video quality and each energy consumption of EE-PBPAIR

to those of GOP-3. Since we adapt para2 of PBPAIR to minimize the transmission

overhead, the energy consumption for the data transmission (Tx EC) of EE-PBPAIR

with varying EIR is close to that of GOP-3. With an increase of EIR, quality is still

managed within an insignificant degradation of quality, and this quality manage-

ment is mainly because of the error-resilient feature of EE-PBPAIR. With 20% EIR,

the loss of quality is 7% in PSNR. Fig. 5(b) clearly shows that increasing the EIR

significantly saves energy consumption for encoding (Enc EC). Since the portion of

intra-MBs for each frame is increasing for error resilience, the energy consumption

for the decoding is higher than GOP-3 with low EIR between 0% and 5%. However,

with an increase of EIR, the number of frames to be decoded is decreasing and thus

the energy consumption decreases. With 20% EIR, we obtain 45% energy reduction

for encoding, and 17% reduction for decoding at the cost of 7% quality degradation.
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Fig. 6 Extended Tradeoff Space between Video Quality and Energy Consumption by EE-PBPAIR
in comparison to GOP-8 and PBPAIR (EIR = 0% to 50%, PLR = 5%, FOREMAN 300 frames)

4.2.2 Extended Energy/QoS tradeoff
Fig. 6(a) plots the energy consumption at the source vs. quality of EE-PBPAIR com-

pared to PBPAIR and GOP-8, and clearly shows that design space of EE-PBPAIR

is much larger and more effective than those of PBPAIR and GOP-8. As compared

to PBPAIR, the tradeoff space of EE-PBPAIR subsumes all spaces for PBPAIR

since indeed EE-PBPAIR with 0% of EIR is PBPAIR. As compared to GOP-8, EE-

PBPAIR generates a better design space in terms of the energy reduction (by up to

37%) without losing video quality, and presents even better video quality with less

energy consumption. Further, relaxing the quality requirement (such as 10% QoS

degradation) compared to GOP-8 increases the energy reduction at the source by

up to 49%. Thus, EE-PBPAIR very effectively expands the design space between

the source energy consumption and video quality by exploiting the intentional er-

rors. Fig. 6(b) depicts the tradeoff space between the energy consumption at the

destination and the video quality, and clearly shows that EE-PBPAIR greatly ex-

tends the spaces explored by PBPAIR and GOP-8. However, the energy saving at

the destination using EE-PBPAIR is less effective than that at the source since the

resilience approach encodes more intra-MBs, which decreases the energy saving

resulting from the intentional error injection. Even then, EE-PBPAIR can save the

energy consumption by 3% without losing QoS compared to GOP-8.

4.2.3 Adaptive EE-PBPAIR: Ensuring Quality under Dynamic Network
To show the effectiveness of our adaptive EE-PBPAIR by updating EIR, we model

a dynamic network and compare adaptive EE-PBPAIR to static EE-PBPAIR (i.e.,

EE-PBPAIR with a fixed EIR). For this experiment, PLR begins with 20% and de-

creases by 5% every 20 runs and after 5% PLR it increases by 5% until it reaches

15%. Each run captures 300 frames of video encoding. The horizontal axis in Fig. 7

represents this scenario with varying PLR. The quality constraint is set to 29.6 dB

in PSNR, which is about 10% quality degradation from GOP-3 without any losses.

Static EE-PBPAIR encodes the video data with a fixed EIR = 30% (since 30%

EIR degrades the video quality significantly in some dynamic network situations as

shown in Fig. 7(a)) while adaptive EE-PBPAIR starting with 30% EIR and updates it
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Fig. 7 Adaptive EE-PBPAIR Robust to Varying PLR under Dynamic Network Status

according to the quality feedback. Fig. 7(a) draws the PSNR values for adaptive EE-

PBPAIR in comparison to static EE-PBPAIR, and shows that the delivered quality

of adaptive EE-PBPAIR is consistently better than that of static EE-PBPAIR. EE-

PBPAIR adapts the EIR according to the feedback with respect to the video quality

as shown in Fig. 7(b). In conclusion, this EIR adaptivity with EE-PBPAIR adjusts

the quality of service based on the feedback for mobile video applications in dis-

tributed embedded systems while minimizing the energy consumption.

5 Summary and Future Work
Mobile video applications pose significant challenges for battery-constrained em-

bedded systems due to high processing power for compression algorithms and trans-

mission of a large volume of video data. Fortunately, video applications tolerate er-

rors inherently, and we exploit this error tolerance of video data for the purpose of

the energy savings. Active error exploitation – – intentional frame dropping together

with error-resilient video encoding – – can achieve significant energy gains while

ensuring the video quality. We present a new approach that injects errors intention-

ally to balance the dual goals of energy efficiency and satisfactory QoS.

In this paper, we demonstrated our approach in two phases for video confer-

encing applications running on resource-limited mobile systems. First we presented

EE-PBPAIR that combines an error-resilient video encoder (PBPAIR) with inten-

tional frame dropping to significantly reduce the energy consumption for the entire

encoding-decoding path of the video conferencing application. Our experiments

also demonstrated that the active error exploitation of EE-PBPAIR allows system

designers to consider larger tradeoff spaces than previous approaches: GOP-K and

PBPAIR. Further, we proposed an adaptive EE-PBPAIR by controlling a new knob,

error-injection rate (EIR), in order to satisfy the delivered quality based on the feed-

back under the dynamic network status.

Our future work includes intelligent frame dropping techniques for further energy

reduction with minimal quality degradation. We also plan to extend active error ex-

ploitation to the system level combined with error-aware architectures and network

protocols to maximize the energy reduction for distributed embedded systems.
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